Careers in PSHE
Year 7

YEar 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11
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Careers 1
● Have an initial
understanding of
three key
elements of their
personality
● understand that
good career
choices take
these elements
into
consideration
and build on
them.
● have ideas about
how to build on
and improve this
understanding,
with the help of
others, to build
an accurate
self-image that
can guide
successful career
choices

Careers 1
● To identify the
key stage 4
options and
career fields
you may be
interested in
based on your
talents and
passions
● To know some
key facts about
key stage 4 and
post-school
options
● To understand
how you can
gain pathway
and career
knowledge in
and out of
school

Careers 1
● identified a range
of skills and
described why they
are important
● explored the
importance of
demonstrating
wider skills in the
workplace
● reflected on their
personal
experience of using
soft skills and how
others might
perceive them
● identified areas
where they need
to develop and
how to go about it
● identified
appropriate
activities that will
support their
personal and
career
development

Careers 1
● To identify the
career fields you
may be interested in
based on your
talents, passions
and values
● To know some key
facts about Key
Stage 5 and
post-school options
● To understand how
you can gain
pathway and career
knowledge and
experience in
● and out of school

Careers 1
Career workshop in Sixth
Form
● To identify your
‘talents’ (skills) and
use this knowledge
to research the key
industries in order to
find a suitable
industry
● To research NHS
jobs - Blackpool
Victoria Teaching
Hospitals as the
biggest local
employer
● To research
universities to
understand your
‘pathway’ and route
to your chosen job
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Careers 2
● To recap my
strengths and

Careers 2
● To identify what
you would like

Careers 2
● To create a work
ready CV for a job

Careers 2
● To create a work
ready Covering

Careers 2
Visit and workshop from
University of Leeds

●

●

interests and
discuss how they
link to my future
To define the top
ten
employability
skills
To carry out an
audit of my
employability
skills

●

to do when you
are older (E.g to
help people, To
work with
animals)
To explore
different
industries and
jobs that will
allow you to do
this

of your choosing

Letter for a job of
your choosing

